Sub: Performance monitoring of Electronic in-motion weighbridges (EIMWBs)

Ref: (i) Board’s letter of even number dated 08.09.2016

1. Vide above mentioned letter, it was requested to advise more than 07 days failure of EIMWBs weekly in the following format through email rbdevcell@gmail.com & directormedev@gmail.com.

As the operational matters of EIMWBs are now being dealt by Mechanical Freight Directorate of Railway Board, it is requested to start sending the above mentioned information at cwifreight@gmail.com and discontinue sending at the existing email ids.

Also the weekly position is being received in hard copy from some of the Zonal Railways. It is requested to send the weekly position by email only.

2. Vide Board’s letter under reference (ii), ZRs were requested to advise the monthly statement of performance of EIMWBs latest by 10th of every month through email and FAX.

Further, vide letter under reference (iii) it was requested to update the status of weighbridge on website http://10.1.10.21/devwb/login.htm in order to improve the monitoring of EIMWBs.

As the monitoring of EIMWBs is being done through data from the weighbridge website http://10.1.10.21/devwb/login.htm, it is requested to discontinue sending the hard copy of statement monthly performance of EIMWBs.

3. It has come to the notice that the data in the weighbridge website is not being updated regularly resulting in erroneous reporting and wrong analysis at Railway Board. It is reiterated that monthly performance details of EIMWBs be updated on the weighbridge website http://10.1.10.21/devwb/login.htm strictly by 7th day of every month for the correct and timely performance monitoring of EIMWBs.

Copy to- 1. ED(S)/Wagon, RDSO/LKO

2. DME/Dev./Railway Board